These pressure-sensitive decal race stripes for your Ford Mustang’s rocker panels look great (almost as good
as the car itself). They are very easy to apply and we promise, you’ll have fun doing it! 
(1)

Clean the lower body and rocker panels where the stripe will be applied with soap, a chemical
solvent such as Goo-Gone or Windex (w/ammonia), and then rinse with water and dry the
application area. Also, wash your hands well.

(2)

The next step is applying the stripe, but here’s some tips to make the application look perfect:
a. The entire stripe is pressure-sensitive, meaning if you lightly apply it against your Mustang’s
body, it will stick, but can be gently removed to reposition it. HOWEVER, once you apply
pressure to the decal material, the stripe is applied and cannot be reused if removed.
b. Each of your stripes was cut for a specific side of your Mustang. The word “MUSTANG” (or
other model name) will be located – once the stripe is applied – on the driver and passengerside doors, closest to the FRONT wheel. It will be easy to tell the difference between the stripes
just by looking at them.

(3)

Begin by peeling off the stripe, which will stick to a semi-clear layer. Please note that at this point,
the adhesive side of the stripe is exposed. To keep the stripe clean, you can temporarily rest
the stripe on your Mustang’s roof (if there is no wind) or a clean garage floor, etc.

(4)

Apply the stripe starting at the REAR wheel with the word “MUSTANG” (or other model name)
closest to the FRONT wheel. Place the stripe so that just 1 inch extends past the wheel well. Lightly
pat this end to stick while you extend the stripe to the FRONT wheel, where it may extend 1 inch or
more past the wheel well. Level the stripe by eye or with a measurement tool and then smooth it
on using a credit card (really!), squeegee, or any dull and flat object.

(5)

Finally, remove the semi-clear layer by pulling it parallel to the surface of your Mustang, meaning
don’t pull the semi-clear layer straight up. Use an Exact-o-Knife (razor) to cut the stripe to within
1/8 an inch wherever it passes over a crevice or edge (like the wheel well areas). We also
recommend smoothing the stripes and avoiding a carwash during the next 24 hours since those
high-powered jets and brushes are sometimes too strong.

PRECAUTIONS

Do not apply these decal stripes in very cold/warm weather; allow vehicle to cool/warm inside a
garage before doing so. Also, do not even attempt to apply decals during windy days, because
they cannot be reused if the adhesive side touches the ground after an accidental fall.
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